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Why is there no weather on the moon? Is there sound on the moon? Is it ever day on the moon?

Why do astronauts bounce around on the moon? How old is the moon?  From Apollo 11's first

landing to the mystery of moonquakes and the genesis of craters, this stunning introduction to our

nearest neighbor in space describes the moon and its all-important relationship to Earth.

Mesmerizing full-color photography and an informative text perfect this exciting and educational

journey in space.
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I like this book for my toddler who is obsessed with the moon. I read this book aloud to my daughter

while my husband was in the room. I thought it was great until the very last page. I can't remember

the exact words, but it talks about the moon being dead. I wish it ended on a positive note. My

husband and I both had the same reaction to the last page.

Writing a GOOD nonfiction book for children is a daunting mission, but Seymour Simon has

conquered the task! 'The Moon' is clearly written, and gives and amazing amount of information in

an easy to understand sort of way. The text is white on a black backround and causes the reader to



focus on the pictures while reading the book. I am so impressed with the clear delivery of

information blended with the incredible pictures that I am going to purchase more of Seymour

Simon's work.

Awesome color pictures. My daughter loves the moon and this book really shows some real life

detailed pictures with good factual information.

Bought the book for my 18 month old grand daughter. She loves the moon, everynight we go out

and look for it. This book is great for nights when its raining. She also likes to look at the pictures.

The price of the book was very reasonable and arrived on time.

This book was exactly what I needed. My nephew has a dream of one day walking on the moon an

now he can look at picture whenever he wants.

We have this whole series, beautiful pictures, and very informative. A good grow with me book, also

good for reports, and projects.

not what i thought based on other reviews - very very basic text...sort of "moon is round, moon has

craters..."

We LOVE this book. Have bought it twice as gifts and we have a copy. My 3 kids (age 8, 6 and 3) all

enjoy it.
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